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PATRONAGE SHOW
This year the judges for the Budgerigar Society Patronage Show will be:

The BSNZ is proudly affiliated to the World Budgerigar Organisation

www.world-budgerigar.org

Council Chatter:

Golf balls in the bottom of the Show cage to assist
with the training process. Thanks to Carol Hughes
for this image.

We have had a busy two months with all manner of BSNZ business and your Council continue to
work hard to continue to improve our level of service to you and communication with you:



The ordering of all the rosettes for the amended patronage for Clubs for the upcoming Show
season. Club personnel should watch their letterboxes towards the end of the month for
their set of BSNZ patronage rosettes.



The completion and mail-out of the bi-monthly e-Budgie with further explanations of the
Rules and Novice requirements for the upcoming Show season.



The distribution, to every member, of the AGM documents for the June AGM of the BSNZ.
You should have received the Notice of AGM, a Remit form and a Nomination form for anyone wishing to stand for election to the BSNZ Council.



The ongoing organisation, in conjunction with the Dunedin Bird Club, of the 2015 Patronage
Show including the preparation and planning for the Annual BSNZ Auction, to be held at this
Patronage Show in Dunedin.



On-going correspondence with Clubs and members around the changes to Rules around
Spangle classes, Young Bird classes and Novice members exhibiting only BBE birds.



The re-vamp of Trevor Watkinson’s 1977 booklet, “A Beginner’s Guide to Budgerigar Keeping
in New Zealand” is continuing slowly, thanks to patron, Keith Flockhart and Hamish Baron,
our resident Vet. Looking for advertisers and sponsors is the next step.

Champion: Merv Johnston
Dave Ingoe
Novice:

Mike Hannan

The BSNZ Auction plans are well
underway as we await responses
from members invited to submit
birds for this annual Auction.
Please plan NOW to attend this
Show! Book your flights soon!

CHANGES FOR 2015 SHOWS
If you continue to have questions
around the changes to the BSNZ
Rules please contact a member of
the Council or one of our judges. All
judges have received a letter from
the Judges Panel to assist them with
their judging appointments this year.
This Show season will be a chance to
trial the new rules and assess the
impact of the member submitted
remits upon the members and the
Shows. Please everyone let’s give
these new rules a real trial and then
we can all evaluate the outcomes.
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Our President, Tony
Grinter, reviews the
changes to the rules
for this up-coming
Show season and
reminds members
about the AGM
and Auction in June.

President’s Report:
Hi everyone,
it’s now coming very close to the start of the new
Show season with our new class designations for
the spangles and our major changes from CYCR
classes to the new Young Bird classification. The
other change, that many novice breeders and exhibitors asked for, is the limiting of all novice classes to
Budgie Society rung owner bred birds. The Federation already requires that Young Birds have Society
rings and we have simply extended this to cover the
adults as well. We apologise to the few people that
may be disadvantaged by this new ruling, but felt
that it was necessary to have some way of identifying owner bred birds and in the long run if you wish
to become successful in breeding and exhibiting
budgerigars it is essential to be able to identify the
birds in your flock from each other. In our own stud
we might breed 20 or more normal grey greens (or
any other colour) in a year, and to be able to continue doing that and improving the quality of the birds
for successive years without identifying individual
birds, would be impossible without them being
rung.
The Society AGM is looming up in June at the Patronage Show in Dunedin so it is time to consider any
Remits that you feel should be considered by the
members and also, for any of you who are willing to
stand up and be counted, to put your name forward
to join the Committee. Remember it is far more
satisfying to be able to work toward helping the
hobby to grow than to stand back and criticise the
efforts of others.
This Patronage Show will also be the site of our
annual budgerigar auction and we expect to have a
selection of top breeding birds for sale. For many
South Island breeders this will be an opportunity to
purchase top quality birds from all over the country
that you may not normally be able to get access to.
I look forward to catching up with many of you at
the shows this year and it will be interesting to see
how the mix of birds on the bench is changed by the
new classes. I expect to see few current season
birds and also fewer adult class birds as many of
the birds on the bench will qualify for the Young
Bird class with only exceptional adults being shown.
So in all, we can all look forward to an enjoyable
and exciting new show season and good luck to all
exhibitors both champion and novice.

News from Around
the Clubs:

A Peep at a Rare Variety:

Texas Clearbody

Timaru Club:
The Timaru District
Council maintains an
aviary in the Temuka
Domain but the Timaru Bird Club does the
work to maintain it
and is paid for this by
the Council. We have
rosters for the weekday feeding and then for the
weekend cleaning and feeding of the three
flights— all voluntary of course.
There is a wide variety of birds housed there from
quails to a king parrot to cockatiels and a sulphur
crested cockatoo called Casper who has a fascination for gum boots and earrings.
Some years back there was a terrible disaster.
Three young locals broke into the complex and
killed most of the birds. It was an appalling scene
dead and dying birds everywhere. The culprits
were found and charged and fined. One of them
actually paid his share. The reaction to their
actions was amazing. People from all around, and
even the North Island, sent money and in a number of cases birds. Casper being one of those donated, as our previous cockatoo was one of those
killed. It was a bit overwhelming really, so there is
an obligation on our part to keep things going in
memory of fallen comrades and those who came
to us in our hour of need.
A security firm in Christchurch installed CCTV so
hopefully there won’t be any more problems.
The members sometimes have a bit of a whinge,
especially in the winter, but every year when we
don’t have to increase subs or run raffles, hold
barbeques etc. they don’t think it is too bad really.
It can take around an hour, give or take, to do the
cleaning, replacing greens, fruit and seed and
raking the flights and finally tidying up the working
area. It has to be done well as we are audited on
how it looks to the public, as it is ratepayers money we are earning.
This year, oh joy oh rapture, we got hot water put
on and this made the whole job of scrubbing bird
droppings off rocks a lot easier.

Jan Brown, Club Secretary

Thanks to Vince Huston for sharing
this image

This variety of budgerigar is receiving a
lot of well earned attention in New
Zealand of late, as a number of
breeders,
both
Champion
and
Novice, work to improve the quality of
birds on the show bench.
The general appearance of this variety
in green and blue is similar to normal
but with the following differences. The
flight feathers are pale grey instead of
black, the body colour is suffused and
may vary in intensity from minimum
through to almost 50% of normal body
colour depth and increase in intensity
downwards and towards the rump
area.
The Texas Clearbody is sex-linked
recessive in its breeding inheritance
but has an unusual relationship when
paired to Ino (Lutino and Albino) as it
has been found to act as dominant.
Because of this relationship an Ino
cannot be masking a Clearbody, as it
can with other varieties, and a normal
cannot be split for both Clearbody and
Ino, yet a Clearbody can be split for
Ino. It is worth knowing that all the
Normals and split cocks for either
Clearbody or Ino are indistinguishable
and only by test mating can their identity be revealed. The use of the Ino in
the above matings lightens the body
colour, while the Normals add extra
size and head features desirable for a
show specimen.
From: Ghalib Al-Nasser , Web
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Show Classes Update for 2015:

Current Standard, 2003

THE ART OF JANE E. ADAM
Is now based in NEW ZEALAND.
Offering High Quality Original ART of Sculptures & Paintings

For Information & Current Prices please contact:

jane-adam@hotmail.com.au
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Show Time Means Preparation Time:
This month we have tapped the shoulders of two more members and breeders
and asked them to share their special tips on preparing birds for the upcoming
Show season. We hope this will be of assistance to all members.
All judges worth their salt will tell us that the
final preparation of your birds prior to a Show
can make a significant difference to the outcome on the bench. This month we have asked
two North Island breeders to share their preparation tips.
Geoff Callister is a key person in the Budgerigar
Colour Breeders Society, a budgie- only Society
that holds a bi-annual Show in Hamilton, and a
Champion breeder from the Hamilton Cage Bird
Club. This is the preparation programme that
Geoff follows to present his birds at their very
best.

a final “wash and spruce up” on the day before
a show.
Greens and such additives as Piminix are not
fed in the three weeks prior to a show.
Graeme Earles is the Secretary of the Pied Society which is another budgerigar only group
within the bird world that supports the breeding of pied birds by way of patronage at Shows
across New Zealand. This Society was established in 1959 and is in a period of re-building.
Here is Graeme’s preparation programme.

Special Thanks To Geoff
Callister and Graeme
Earles who so willingly
shared their preparation
strategies this month.

Around about the end of March or early April,
young birds (that is, those who have never been
shown) who are starting to show some exhibition potential, are brought into the stock cage/s
that are set up specifically for Show preparation. (2.4 metres long – 4 breeding cages with
dividers removed).

News from Around
the Clubs:

Initially there may be 8 to 10 young birds in the
first intake. This initial group is added to as other young birds in the flight develop and those in
the original intake who don’t measure up are
taken out.

The Tararua Bird Club held it’s annual table
show on Sunday April 5 in Dannevirke. A total
of 277 birds were entered, from Yorkies
through to Lovebirds. They also have a pet
section and a People’s Choice award.

After about 3 weeks the older birds, who have
exhibition experience, are added to the mix to
arrive at the best 8 – 12 birds, this is the show
team for the year.
The show team stays in the stock cage for the
duration of the show season. If any are put out
into the flight they are not brought back for
showing.
From the time they go into the stock cage the
show team is sprayed with cold water, usually
in the morning, and always in an old show cage.
In the early days spraying is completed every 3
days, tapering to once a week.
An older bird will often be put in the show cage
with an unsteady younger bird.
Generally spraying will stop at least 10 days
before a show.
Show cage training is a gradual process – starts
with no more than 20 minutes and gradually
builds up to
“overnighters”.
Despotting starts
about 10 days
out from the
show, followed
by two progressive sessions and

Tararua Club:
Two budgies at the Temuka Aviary

Graeme starts his training when his chicks are
about 7 weeks old. When the young birds are
removed from their parents, they get put into a
nursery cage in the breeding room where they
stay for about a week to ten days. They then
get moved into a holding cage in the flight
where they stay for a couple of weeks. On one
end of that holding cage is a show cage which
they are free to go in and out of whilst in that
holding cage. When they are released into the
main flight they have access to a show cage
which is left in there permanently.
Fast forward to the show season... about a couple of weeks before their first show all show
birds are introduced to the show cage on a daily
or every second day basis. Birds that have trouble perching are “trained” using one or two
options. Inside and attached to the wire on one
cage is a piece of perspex to stop them hanging
on the wire. If they then decide to sit on the
bottom, out goes the seed and in goes the water . Most get the young birds get the message
about where they should be perching after that.
With more easily trained birds all they need is
one or two of the dividers that fit onto the
bottom rail and leave less room for them to sit
on the bottom. Graeme got this “divider” idea
from Shorty Rogers and Dave Ingoe and it works
a treat. For more details on this divider contact
Graeme on shegrae@vodafone.co.nz After
they have had a few hours every day or two
they are normally ready to attend shows and
present themselves well.

In the Budgie section they have two classes,
AA & CYCR. There were 22 AA & 15 CYCR. I
was asked to judge this section & I was to
judge to 4th in each class, no best bird overall.
The best AA budgie was a very nice opaline
light green cock belonging to Kevin and Netti
Greig. This partnership also took out 2nd and
4th AA with an opaline dark green spangle
cock and a normal light green dominant pied
hen respectively. The 3rd placed AA bird was a
yellow-faced sky cock belonging to the Gyde/
Sullivan partnership. The CYCR birds were
part of a much closer run competition, with
some quite nice birds (albeit only 15) on
show. The partnership of K and N Greig won
this class also, with a lovely big normal grey
green cock. Calvin Appleby took out 2nd and
4th spots with an opaline light green spangle
cock and a cinnamon sky cock respectively.
The 3rd placed bird was a normal cobalt spangle cock from the Townsend/O’Sullivan and
Jackson partnership.
The Tararua Club put on a great little show
and their hospitality was second to none. The
hall is excellent and the free lunch a real delight. Many thanks must go to Brian Beale and
his team of willing helpers for a great day. I
strongly recommend that you attend this
show next year if you’re able to get there.

Phil Hill, Judge
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New Zealand’s Three Budgie-Only Clubs
Pied Budgerigar Society
of New Zealand Est. 1959
This Society is a budgie only Society which provides patronage for Clubs that is available to
members of their Society. This Society is affiliated
to the Federation and exists to foster the breeding and exhibiting of what they call the “glamour
birds” of the budgie breeding scene.
This short report from Graeme Earles reveals
detail about one of their recent member gatherings. The Pied Society hosted a gathering of
members at Jim and Carol Ziarno’s home in
Hamilton. “On Sunday 29 March the weather
turned out to be lovely. I had pouring rain all the
way to Hamilton but it cleared up as I drove into
Jim and Carol’s drive. We had about 40 pieds
altogether exhibited at this garden show with the
winning champion breeder being Jim and Carol
and the best Novice going to the Garrett/
Goldstein partnership. Gary Carter was our judge,
once again, and I think his eyesight is improving
as I benched a lovely grey green that I thought
would do well. Gary spotted the fact that he only
had one tail feather so, of course, he got relegated. Such a pity! But a good day was had by all
and many thanks must go to those who helped
prepare the great lunch, especially Carol Ziarno
and Beryl Carter.”
If you have Pied budgies and would like to be a
part of this special “budgie-only” group feel free
to check out their details in the BSNZ Year Booklet on the inside of the back cover.

“It is stands out—it’s a PIED”

Thanks to Vince Huston for this image of
his pied which won Best Budgie at the 2014
Huntly Show.

Image from the Auckland Budgie
Club Young Bird Show, Dec 2014

The Budgerigar Colour
Breeders Society
This budgie-only Club holds a bi-annual Show
and Seminar and this year this event will be
held on the weekend of the 23 and 24 May at
the Kingsgate Hotel in Hamilton. This is the
same weekend as the Huntly Club Show so we
encourage BSNZ members to ensure, since
they are so close, that they drop birds off at
the Huntly Show on their way to the Colour
Breeder’s event! The judge and speaker for
the event will be Mr Kevin O’Callaghan, from
Queensland , Australia. For many breeders
this Show is a highlight of the Show season in
the year that the Show is held. The combination of an Auction with the Show and Seminar
is a special treat for North Island members this
year, since our own Patronage Show will be
hosted in the South Island in 2015.
Although not affiliated to the Federation this
small niche Society truly deserves the support
of members of the BSNZ as they really do
support the development of the budgerigar
breeding and exhibiting scene in New Zealand
in an a-political manner that suits many
breeders of budgerigars.
Anyone who has an interest in exhibition
budgerigars or is thinking about becoming
involved in the exhibition side of the hobby is
cordially invited to attend the show, seminar
and auction of quality budgerigars and to join
this specialist Society.

The Auckland
Budgerigar Club Inc.
This special budgie-only Club has been
through a period of transition over the past
few years and has been re-established with
the support and guidance of the founding
members of the Club who are also Life Members. The vibrant new Committee and the
hardworking senior members have really
been moving the Club forward in the right
direction over the past year or so. The Club is
firmly aligned with the Federation and the
BSNZ and the Club is planning for their first
Show for a few years for 2016.
In the meantime the Club has been very
active socially with many get-togethers and
activities to encourage members in their
breeding and showing. The next big event for
the Club is coming up on April 18 when members will be involved in aviary visits to three
aviaries in Hamilton. With a BBQ lunch and a
chance to see quality aviaries in action this
promises to be a great day for members.

Club members enjoy the Show

We trust that all members will enjoy this
peep at our N.Z. Budgie-Only groups that
exist for our BSNZ members to learn from
and enjoy! For contacts e-mail the Secretary.
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Show Preparation and How to Keep
Your Birds Healthy this Winter
Our Resident Veterinarian Column

break is now, but it is important
they are not allowed to just get fat.
The birds should have a chance to fly
and build strong muscle. This will
help the feather to sit nicely in the
show cage and will also mean the
birds are in good condition going
into the winter months.


I figured that with the show season upon
us, now is as good a time as any to ensure
we are all thinking about the health of our
birds and how we can keep them safe over
the long and stressful Show season. It is
well accepted that when we take birds to
shows, it is important that they are in tiptop condition. The rules surrounding the
condition of birds on the bench are not
only there to help ensure birds are judged
on an even playing field, but also to protect the birds from being exhibited if they
are sick.



Feed your birds well now: The chicks
have fledged and the parents are back
in the flight. Many of them will be
moulting heavily at the moment. It is
time to fill them with protein rich, nutritious food to help them through the
moult and to grow new, powerful
feather.
Ensure the birds get plenty of exercise
The birds have been in the breeding
cage for months and are worn out
from raising chicks so the time for a



Quarantine once you get home. After
the show, have a cage set up ready
for them — ideally the same cage the
birds were set up in prior to the show.
Ensure they know where the food,
water and supplements are and feed
them as well as you can manage.
These birds should be kept away from
the rest of the flock for the rest of the
show season. There are all sorts of
respiratory and airborne diseases that
birds can pick up at a show; it is not
worth risking your stud’s health just
to reintroduce these birds early. If
you are concerned about the health
of your birds that have been at a
show, get them checked out before
they are reintroduced to your aviaries.

With these little tips, go well into the
show season with confidence and preparedness. All the best on the bench this
year. It is a great experience and a very
exciting time for the breeder and exhibitor
in all of us. Good luck!


Leave birds that don’t look perfect at
home. If there is even the slightest
hint that the birds don’t look perfect
the evening before they are supposed to be heading to the show. . .
Leave them at home. It is simply not
worth losing a quality bird and
putting the birds through the stress
of a show if they are not able to
cope.



Leave your best birds at home. This
is a piece of advice that I learned the
hard way and it is something that all
Novice breeders should take note of.
Putting the best of your best birds
into shows week in, week out, will
mean that next year you will not
have them. If you want to progress
and continue to breed quality birds,
it is my strong advice that you leave
the best birds to grow, relax and
breed successfully next year.

A checklist for you over the coming months
will ensure that your birds are happy,
healthy and make it through the arduous
show season in as good a condition as possible, which will mean they breed better
come August.


Identify and prepare your show team
early. The more training and time
spent in the show cages before they
make it to the bench, the better. As
you can appreciate the whole experience will be far less stressful if the
birds have spent time in the show
cages, know where the seed and
water is and know that sitting on the
perch is a good idea!

Dr Hamish
Baron

Membership Forms
Attached to this Bulletin please find
your renewal form and ring order
form. Order your rings NOW!
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Another BSNZ Member
Back from an Australian
Judging Assignment:

then all four judges came together for the
selection of Best of Colour in Show plus Best
Bird etc. Up until then it was non-stop judging. We finally retired for lunch at 1 .30 pm.

News from Around the
Clubs:

After lunch the prize-giving was underway by
2.30 pm, followed by de-benching. All in all I
had a great day of judging and mingling with
fellow fanciers from the Sydney area.

Hastings Bird Club:
Calvin’s Garden Show

I thought the standard of birds was of a high
standard and the feather quality of some of
the birds was outstanding. but I thought that I
have seen better birds in Melbourne where I
had judged a few years previous. I enjoyed the
show and the great hospitality on offer at the
St George branch.

Despite the threat of rain, Saturday 7th March
turned on the heat. Especially in Calvin’s front
yard where the Club’s Budgie Young Bird Show
was being held. With 29 budgies at both Novice
and Champion levels on display, we were required to create some make-shift benching, to
ensure all were catered for on the show bench.

I

Judging in Sydney at the St George
Branch of the Budgerigar Society of
New South Wales:
by Herbie Duston
Last October I received an invitation to judge at
the St George branch of the BSNSW on the 15th of
February 2015 in Sydney. I was delighted to accept this offer and to continue the tradition of
regular cross-Tasman judging opportunities that
are on offer for judges from both Australia and
New Zealand.

A nest full of blues ready to
fledge, raised on the
new regime.

Before judging commenced there was the quick
tour of the aviary, and we found out exactly
how his little Houdini’s managed their great
escape. Then ,armed with our trusty pencil, a
bit of paper, judging sticks and a keen eye judging commenced. A great learning experience
and interesting to listen to others thoughts and
preferences. After only a little debate winners
were decided in each category and then our
overall winners were found. Lisa Rennie and
her Grey/Green Cock took Best Bird.
Finally, all adjourned to the cool indoors for a
spot of afternoon tea. A wonderful way to
spend a sunny afternoon with beautiful birds
and great people.

On arrival at the show I was welcomed by members that I had had the opportunity to meet at
National Shows in the past .
The show was a one day event, starting at 6.30 am
to erect staging. The benching of birds took place
from 7.30am to 9.00am. In that time frame 470
birds were benched which included Open, Intermediate, and Novice sections. Judging started
about 9 .15am.
The four Judges for the day were Mario Cappasso from Canberra, Keith Nicholls from
Nabiac, Warren Wilson from Sydney, and myself. I
was appointed to the Open A/A section which
consisted of 180 birds across all colour sections
including some colours and varieties that we do
not see in New Zealand, such as Saddle-back,
Darkwing and Crested .
We judged the cock birds then the hen classes,
then brought the birds together to get best of
colour as we went though the sections. Each
judge had completed their sections by 12.30pm,

Images of St George winners
Judging in progress

The judges enjoy a well-earned
lunch during the Show.

Lisa Rennie’s birds
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Preparing your Birds for Show Spotting.

So, what is "spotting"? It should probably more correctly be called "DeSpotting"! The difference between spotting or not spotting your birds, could
well be the difference between winning and not winning!
There are a number of ways to go about it, and various tools one can use:

"The Standard" is published for the guidance of all members and to provide
the basis for judging entries at any event judged by members of the Budgerigar Society of New Zealand. This Standard is the one adopted by the
B.S.N.Z. and which has been adopted by most Budgerigar Clubs across Australia and New Zealand as the "ideal" exhibition budgerigar, and as a measure for competition.

flat knife blade
(placed under the spot with
fingertip pressed onto blade)

finger tips

flat bladed tweezers

My personal preference for spotting birds (and I am right handed), is to
place the bird in my right hand, with the bird's head between my middle
finger and thumb, with the index finger pressing lightly onto the top of the
birds head. My small and ring finger secures the bird's body.

Pic 1

Pic 2

The description of perfection of the ideal budgerigar states:

"Mask and Spots - The mask is to be clear, wide and deep, (not
cleft) extending beyond two large cheek patches. Where required
by variety standards, the mask is to be ornamented by six evenly
spaced, large, round throat spots, the outer two being partially
covered by the base of the cheek patches".
Whilst we all hope to breed our exhibition budgies with six evenly
spaced large, round spots, we rarely do! It is acceptable practice to
"spot" our birds prior to a show, to ensure we can get our birds as
close to ideal as possible!

Pic 3

I have been breeding and exhibiting budgerigars in Australia for approximately 30 years, and judging for over 10 years. I would NEVER
exhibit any of my birds without giving them every best chance to
win...... and that always includes spotting.
Pic 4
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I then use a pinching motion with my left thumb and index finger to pinch
and pull out excess spots. One could use broad, flat tipped tweezers, or a
flat knife blade instead of fingers, but fingers work best for me!

Before spotting
Pic 6

Pic 5

Pic 7

After spotting

(note how much bigger the remaining spots seem to look)

Pic 8

A bird with 6 large, round, even spots with always catch the judge's eye - it
will look like the spots the Standard depicts as "ideal". Sometimes there are
so many spots, that it is very distracting. Once the smaller, uneven spots
are removed, the ones left look so much bigger than before you started despotting!
So how do I work out which ones to keep, and which ones to remove? You
obviously want to leave the biggest, evenest, roundest spots. I pick them up
with my fingers (one at a time), and shift them slightly aside. You certainly
wouldn't want to accidently pull one of these ones by mistake!
I then look for the "shadow spots". They are often hidden behind the big
ones you want to keep. I pinch these shadow spots between my left thumb
and index fingers, and pull them out with a slight tug. Next I remove the
smaller, unwanted surplus spots. One at a time. I might even pop the bird
back in a show cage and give it time to settle and readjust, before taking
out the last few.
Note the fainter, lighter-coloured "shadow spots" in Pics 1, 2 and 3. These come out first, followed by smaller spots in Pics 4 and 5. Pic 6 shows
all the spots that were removed (don't do this inside at the dinner table,
or you'll be in strife!).
Pic 7 shows the "finished" bird ready for show. Pic 8, won Best Opaline in
show. If you look at the mask and spots before and after spotting, you
can certainly see the difference in this bird. It was certainly the difference between winning and not winning!

Before spotting

After spotting

(note again the remaining spots seem to look larger)
Hopefully you can see why I choose to "spot" my birds before showing
them. I usually do this one day prior to show day. And of course, like with
everything, practice makes perfect. I would highly recommend that you
practice on your non-show birds and be comfortable and happy with your
results....before attempting to do this on your best birds on show day!

Article by Kathy Manton
Senior Panel Budgerigar Judge
BSNSW Inc.
Many members will recall watching the
open judging at the last BSNZ Patronage Show hosted by the Hamilton Cage
Bird Club. Kathy Manton was one of
the judges involved in the Champion
section at that Show and she spoke to
us after the AGM of her experiences as a judge and impressions of the
birds on the bench. We extend our sincere thanks to Kathy for her helpful
submission of this article which we hope will be of great help to members
as they prepare for the Show season.
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Notice of AGM of the BSNZ


The AGM of the BSNZ was announced
to all members and Remit and Council
Nomination forms distributed to all. If
you have not received your copies
please contact Dave Ingoe on his contacts at left urgently as Nominations
for Council need to be with the BSNZ
Secretary by 19 April, 2015.



Once the nominations have been received and collated Proxy Voting forms
will be distributed to all members so
that even those who cannot attend the
AGM at the Patronage Show in Dunedin, will be able to vote in the election.

Council Member Contact Details
President: Tony Grinter: agrinter@xnet.co.nz

Ph: (07) 849 4686



If you are considering proposing a Remit for the consideration of the memVice-President: Mike Fuller: mike.tracey@clear.net.nz
Ph: (03) 488 4150
bership PLEASE ensure that the full
ramifications of your idea are well
Treasurer and Ring Registrar: David Ingoe: dbingoe@ewc.co.nz Ph: (06) 868 1606
thought through before you submit it.
If
you
have any queries at all regarding the
Secretary: Sheryl Baron: sheryl.nzbs@gmail.com
Ph: (027) 216 3568
upcoming AGM please contact the SecreWebmaster: Steve Macher: steve.nzbs@gmail.com
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